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Status information

Currency of version
Current version for 5 December 2019 to date (accessed 5 March 2020 at 05:41)
Legislation on this site is usually updated within 3 working days after a change to the legislation.

Provisions in force
The provisions displayed in this version of the legislation have all commenced. See Historical Notes

Does not include amendments by—
Cl 16 of Sch 6D to this Act (cl 16 of Sch 16D repeals Sch 6D on 16.11.2021)
Fisheries Management Amendment Act 2009 No 114, Sch 1[27] (not commenced)
Fisheries Management Amendment Act 2015 No 59, Sch 1[4] [72]–[91] [120]–[125] [134] [138] and [154] (not commenced)

See also—
Fishing Legislation Amendment (Right to Fish) Bill 2019 [Non-government Bill— the Hon M J Banasiak, MLC]

Editorial note
The Parliamentary Counsel’s Office is progressively updating certain formatting styles in versions of NSW in force legislation published from 29 July 2019. For example, colons are being replaced by em-rules (em-dashes). Text of the legislation is not affected.

This version has been updated.

Responsible Minister
Minister for Agriculture and Western New South Wales

Authorisation
This version of the legislation is compiled and maintained in a database of legislation by the Parliamentary Counsel's Office and published on the NSW legislation website, and is certified as the form of that legislation that is correct under section 45C of the Interpretation Act 1987.
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